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THAT’S A WRAP

Senior Erika Von Itter is finishing
her final year at Eastern and on the
women’s golf team.
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TWIN STAYS ON

Junior Justin Oliver continues playing
soccer for Eastern despite his twin
brother transferring.
PAGE 8
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Leaping through the school year

Weekend
concert not
scheduled
this year
By Angelica Cataldo
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_news

PHOTOS BY JASON HARDIMON

Undecided freshmen Khalil Ryals (above and right) and Rontrell Gentry (left) take turns leaping over a 3-foot-11-inch sign promoting on-campus voter registration. “My friend bet me that I couldn’t do it,” Ryals said. Gentry said he plans to participate in the upcoming elections. “I plan
to vote,” Gentry said. “I need to register, honestly.”

For this year’s Family Weekend, one significant event is not on a list of activities organized
by the University Board — the Family Weekend
concert.
In the past, the UB has booked bands for
Family Weekend such as Cheap Trick in 2013,
but this year, because of the rising costs of entertainment and operational costs including sound,
lighting and catering, the decision was made not
to have a concert this semester.
This will be the second year in a row that the
Family Weekend concert was withdrawn from
the program.
Three Dog Night, the band set to perform
last year, canceled its concert after the death of
vocalist Cory Wells.
The concert was then replaced with a “Family Funfest,” which included an interactive game
show, a ventriloquist and a hypnotist.
Ceci Brinker, director of student life, said the
current budget impasse has led to significant
budget cuts in all facets of university operations.
These cuts have also affected the UB’s decision to opt out of a Family Weekend concert.
Brinker said she received more feedback from
families who attended the Family Funfest than
from those who attended “big-ticket” events in
the past.
“(The survey) suggests EIU students and family members really enjoyed having a variety of
family-friendly activities (and) events that appealed to the entire family and not just a few,”
Brinker said.
The student life organizations wanted to keep
the cost of attending Family Weekend events
low, Brinker said.
Instead of a concert, the activities being offered this year consist of a free movie screening
of Disney-Pixar’s “Finding Dory” and free activities during the Saturday Funfest such as customizable novelty items for both kids and adults.
The novelty items include things like photo
dog tags, stuffed animals and airbrush clothing.
An impressionist comedy show, juggling comedy show and a musical performance will also be
featured during the weekend.
“This results in significant cost (and) savings
passed on to EIU Families to attend and participate in (Family Weekend) events, of which a
majority are free of charge,” Brinker said.
Angelica Cataldo can be reached
at 581-2812 or amcataldo@eiu.edu.

Hong Kong leader talks about past tensions
By Samuel Nusbaum
Administration Reporter | @DEN_News
Jasper Tsang Yok-sing, president
of the Legislative Council of Hong
Kong, talked about the history of
Hong Kong and its new democratic practices Wednesday night in the
Roberson Auditorium in Lumpkin
Hall.
Tsang spoke about the Joint Declaration, where the United Kingdom

turned their control of Hong Kong
over to China.
He said many people left the city
because of the signing of the declaration, as they wondered how Hong
Kong would stay the same and keep
its integrity after being absorbed into
China.
Tsang contrasted Hong Kong and
China by pointing out how Hong
Kong has the freest economy in the
world, being capitalist, while China is

run by a communist party.
Tsang said there ended up being
an overhaul in Hong Kong politics to
make the governor and all legislators
able to vote.
Whenever relations get tense between Taiwan and China, Hong Kong
is the middleman, Tsang said.
“When people from Taiwan wanted to go to the mainland, they came
through Hong Kong and vice versa,”
Tsang said.

Tsang said Hong Kong has seen
many political crises take place since
the return of Hong Kong to China,
which has made having good relations
between the two areas harder.
One example Tsang gave of this
was an education law.
Chinese high school students protested against national education,
which were full of lessons in patriotism and familiarizing the students
with the country.

He said as a result of these protests,
the Hong Kong government had to
get rid of the education program,
which upset the Chinese government.
Another example Tsang cited was
when a protest started over a change
in how elections would be conducted.
After his lecture, Tsang answered
questions from the audience about a
variety of topics including North Korea.
Leader, page 6
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Local weather Musical mix to be found at Collage Concert
THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Partly Cloudy

Sunny

High: 87°
Low: 63°

High: 87°
Low: 64°

For more weather visit eiu.edu/eiuweather

T h e D a i ly
Eastern News

By Angelica Cataldo
Entertainment Reporter | @DEN_news
The third annual “EIU Collage
Concert” is back for Family Weekend, and it is set to feature a variety
of music.
The concert will take place 7:30
p.m. Friday at the Doudna Fine Arts
Center. The concert will be one of the
many departmental activities offered
during the weekend and will showcase students, ensembles and music
groups.
Shellie Gregorich, chair of the music department, said practically every
music major will be featured during

the concert.
“It gives parents a good opportunity to see their son or daughter performing with an EIU ensemble,” she
said.
A collage concert is a show that
incorporates various styles of music
from different eras, and it can also feature different musical groups and performers.
Music professor Samuel Fagaly will
be coordinating the concert, and various faculty members will direct the
performances.
Fagaly said most of the performers for the EIU Collage Concert are
students. The concert will be the first

show to present student performances this semester. It will show a wide
range of talents from singers to musicians.
Gregorich said a selection they
chose for the concert titled “First
Date, Last Night” is from the musical
“Dogfight,” which will be performed
in November. The selection will be
presented in its entirety when performed as part of the whole musical.
Albert Maizel, a pianist and music
major, will be playing “Flight of the
Bumblebee” in a solo performance.
The show includes performances
from Eastern’s concert band, jazz ensemble, concert choir and other musi-

cal groups at Eastern.
“(They) will hear the range and diversity of the music students are exposed to here,” Fagaly said. “(There is)
music ranging from (the year) 1600
up to contemporary music, like the
Beatles.”
EIU Collage Concert tickets will
cost $6 for the general public and $5
for students and can be purchased inperson at the Doudna Box Office or
online at doudnatix.com.

The U.S. Department of Education announced today that it has
awarded the grants as part of efforts
to boost college- and career-readiness for underserved students. The
tests let students obtain college credit for high school courses, reducing
the time and cost required to complete a postsecondary degree.
The grants are used to help the
students pay for AP tests administered by the College Board, the International Baccalaureate Organization and Cambridge International Examinations. The grants should
cover all but $15 of the cost of each
test.

U.S. officials have been reluctant
to say how many U.S. troops are advising and assisting Iraqi troops at
Qayara West. The U.S. official who
described Tuesday's rocket attack
said "hundreds" of U.S. troops are
there.
The official said the attack was
militarily insignificant. He said a
small group of U.S. soldiers who inspected remnants of the rocket after
it exploded found a black, oily substance on a fragment of metal.
Earlier this month, a U.S. general said American warplanes had eliminated a "significant chemical threat"
to Iraqi civilians by bombing a complex of buildings near Mosul that Islamic State militants had converted
from pharmaceutical manufacturing
to chemical weapons production.

Angelica Cataldo can
be reached at 581-2812
or amcataldo@eiu.edu.
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STATE AND NATION BRIEFS
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Creation of Amish
history museum in
Arthur underway
ARTHUR (AP) — Efforts to open
an Amish history museum in Arthur
are underway after the oldest-known
Amish house in the state was moved
to the site set aside for the project
west of Chesterville.
Moved by plow horses and then a
diesel truck, the 1866 farmhouse and
another that dates back to 1882 were
moved Tuesday morning.
They will be restored to their 19thcentury prime and form part of the
new Illinois Amish Museum and Heritage Center.
The Illinois Amish Museum and
Heritage Center is scheduled to open
by the summer of 2017.

Decatur eases
punishment for
marijuana
DECATUR(AP) — The City
Council in Decatur has raised the
amount of marijuana someone can
possess and still be guilty of no more
than a city-code violation punishable
by fines.
The council voted Monday to
make possession of 30 grams of marijuana or less a matter for the city's administrative court and punishable by
no more than a fine. The amount previously had been 2.5 grams or less.
According to The Herald & Review
in Decatur, the council took the step

after similar changes in state law were
made earlier this year.
Gov. Bruce Rauner signed legislation that made possession of 10 grams
or less a civil violation and 10 to 30
grams a Class B misdemeanor.

Colorado pot law
to add PTSD as
treatable condition
DENVER (AP) — Marijuana
pioneer Colorado is poised to add
post-traumatic stress disorder to its
medical marijuana program, joining
18 other states that consider PTSD
a condition treatable by pot.
A panel of state lawmakers voted
5-0 Wednesday to endorse the addition of PTSD to Colorado’s 2000
medical pot law. The vote doesn’t
have legal effect. But it indicates a
dramatic shift for a state that has allowed medical pot for more than a
decade but hasn’t endorsed its use
for PTSD.
Colorado’s change would put
Colorado in line with 18 other
states and Washington, D.C., that
allow cannabis for PTSD treatment.

Illinois gets $1.8M
for low-income
students taking AP
tests
CHICAGO (AP) — Illinois will
receive nearly $1.8 million to help
low-income students take advanced
placement tests.

IS rocket fired
in Iraq may have
contained mustard
Chicago Teachers
agent
WASHINGTON (AP) — A small Union votes on
rocket that landed on a military base strike
in northern Iraq where hundreds of
U.S. troops are working with Iraqi
troops may have contained a mustard agent, a U.S. military official
said Wednesday.
No one was hurt and U.S. officials
are still testing a residue found on a
metal fragment from the rocket.
The U.S. official told reporters at
the Pentagon that the attack happened Tuesday at Qayara West air
base. The base is a staging area for
Iraqi forces preparing for an assault
on Mosul, the city that has been the
Islamic State's main stronghold in
Iraq since 2014.

CHICAGO (AP) — Teachers in
the nation’s third-largest school district are casting ballots on whether
they support a strike.
Members of the Chicago Teachers Union began voting for a strike
authorization on Wednesday. Voting lasts through Friday. Union officials say the results won’t be available right away.
The union needs 75 percent support, which is expected. The earliest a walkout could take place is
mid-October.
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“Run Where the
Lincolns Walked”
5K Run
and 1 Mile Walk

9:00 a.m. Saturday
September 24, 2016

Unique and accurately measured course. Awards given in each age division.
$15 pre-registration fee, includes t-shirt. All proceeds support Lincoln Log Cabin
Foundation to support programming and preservation at:
Lincoln Log Cabin State Historic Site
402 South Lincoln Highway Road
Lerna, IL 62440
registration information at: www.lincolnlogcabin.org
email: lsff@lincolnlogcabin.org

The race kicks off the annual Harvest Frolic weekend, celebrating 19th- century
rural life with artisans, performers, and food. Special presentations will include
oxen pulling, the Unreconstructed String Band, performances by Brian “Fox” Ellis,
the Blue Monkey Side Show, and a puppet show.
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UPD holds ‘Late Night Shift’ in Thomas
By Mallory Kutnick
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
The University Police Department sat down to chat with students
Wednesday night during Late Night
Pizza at Thomas Dining Hall.
“Late Night Shift” was the second
event in a bid to boost relations with
students and staff, following a “Coffee with the Cops” meet-and-greet
Aug. 31.
“We want to break down the barrier between the police and the citizens,” newly appointed UPD Chief
Kent Martin said over a buffalo and
pepper pizza.
The life of a cop is rarely as exciting as the media portrays it, Martin explained to students. While the
characters of buddy-cop films and
police dramas such as “Chicago P.D.”
apprehend mass murderers as explosions ring out behind them, Martin
and his officers spend more time handling thefts.
“The movies and TV shows and
all that make us out to be, ‘Well, I
went to work today. I shot six people
and crashed a couple of cars and had
some chases,’” Martin said. “They
don’t show the hundreds of thousands of positive things that the cops
do every single day.”
Martin said a huge percentage of
the thefts that happen at Eastern are
preventable. Martin cited these thefts
primarily as cases of valuables being left out, unlocked or unguarded, including phones left in dining
hall tables and laptops in open dorm
rooms.
Sgt. Ryan Risinger said the blue
emergency lights go off a lot, but
added that the calls are more often
pranks than actual emergencies —

MALLORY KUTNICK | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Officer Stephen Szigethy chats with the Eastern soccer team during Late Night Pizza at Thomas Dining Hall on Wednesday. This is the second event in
which the University Police Department interacts with students and staff after “Coffee with the Cops” earlier in the semester.

the equivalent of “ding-dong ditching.”
On two separate occasions, students pointed out high-profile instances of police brutality and shootings, asking the officers for their
thoughts on the subject.
“The vast, overwhelming majority
of us are not like that,” Martin said.
“Obviously, I don’t know what it’s

like to be black. I’m not going to sit
here and insult your intelligence by
trying to make you think that I do.
I can say I know what it’s like to be
treated differently than other people.”
Martin said he lost friends when
he became a police officer, and has
walked into restaurants wondering
if kitchen staff might spit in his food
for arresting them in past encounters.

“There are complete, total strangers, people I’ve never met before in
my life, that would kill me tonight,”
Martin said. “They don’t know anything about me other than I put a
badge on.”
Despite this, becoming an officer
is not as difficult as one might be led
to believe, Risinger said, citing a mix
of psychological and fitness tests as

the primary hurdles to receiving the
badge.
Officer Bobby Agney said the job
comes with many good benefits, ample opportunities to interact with students and chances at continuing education right here on campus.
Mallory Kutnick can be reached at
581-2812 or mbkutnick@eiu.edu.
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Putting Your Best Footnotes Forward

Shelby Niehaus

Think before
you bother
someone
about tics
I have a chronic vocal tic. It sounds like a
hiccup most of the time, but sometimes it
sounds more like a scream or a birdcall depending on how worked up I am.
This tic is uncontrollable. I can usually feel it
coming, but I cannot generally prevent it from
happening. Most of my friends and family are
used to it, as they have been hearing it for the
past six or seven years since it became a normal
part of my life.
Most of my classmates also know about it,
since our department is fairly small and most
of the English students are acquainted. But
sometimes when I end up in classes without
English majors, I have to re-explain myself…
to everyone.
Lately, it has been getting even worse. Between a research project about Tourette Syndrome and a smooth settlement into the new
semester and some new friends, I find myself
hiding a loud squawk instead of a gentle hiccup.
Now I have to reintroduce even my old
friends to my tic because it is nothing like the
noise they were used to. It gets exhausting explaining myself at every turn.
My days would be smoother if people were
less incredulous about the noise I make. I understand that tics, especially loud ones, are uncommon, but for me, they are a routine annoyance.
For you, hearing a tic might be startling or
worrisome. I have been asked before if I am
scared, either as a trigger to or because of my
tic—I am not. I have also been asked if the
noise hurts. Sometimes, yes. But more often
than not, I only have a sensation of pressure in
my clavicle. Most people with tics, especially
mild ones, report similar feelings.
Now that you know that the noise’s source is
unharmed, you can rest easy.
The next time you hear a person making
strange noises, think before you do a double take. Does that sound seem unintentional? Does it repeat several times? Is the speaker
choosing to ignore it? If so, you might be hearing a tic.
I do not mean to encourage you to ignore
all noises coming from other people. You might
miss some important information if you ignore
all outbursts. But some outbursts are very obviously chronic tics.
Please be considerate of tics you hear. You
may intend to be friendly and helpful by asking
someone if they are alright, and you may intent, alternately, to make them laugh by acting
shocked and startled, but I personally would
prefer if you ignored my tic. Remember: the
time I spend consoling or educating you is
time out of my day. Multiply that time by every person I tic near and—well! I seem to have
missed class and dinner and bedtime and work
because I was caught up explaining myself to a
stranger.
Shelby Niehaus is a senior English language
arts major. She can be reached at 581-2812 or
scniehaus@eiu.edu.

SHELBY NIEHAUS | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Staff Editorial

Family Weekend is not a moral obligation
With Family Weekend right around the corner, students may feel obligated to have family
members visit them, even if they do not have the
best relationship with them.
Coming to Eastern can serve as an escape
from a bad home environment for students,
and they should not feel pressured into bringing that negativity to their home here just because the school has planned several programs
for the weekend.

As students’ family members roll into
Charleston, it is important for others to be courteous and respectful to those who do not want
to see their families.
If someone does not want to participate in
the weekend activities because it reminds them
of bad memories or an unwanted absence, others should try to avoid pushing them to try to
get involved.
The Daily Eastern News understands that not

all students want to see their families for personal reasons, and it is OK for them to take a pass
on Family Weekend.
The News thinks students who are concerned
or simply against seeing family members should
avoid forcing an interaction that will put them
into an unnecessary and stressful situation.
The daily editorial is the majority opinion of
the editorial board of The Daily Eastern News.

GPA is important in your job as a student
When it comes to being a college student, it
seems like the list of responsibilities we have are
endless. You can be part of an organization, have
a job on or off campus, and still have to worry
about keeping up with schoolwork.
I know the feeling all too well, and most
times it feels like 24 hours in a day is just a few
too short considering all that I want to get done.
Regardless of what I, or anyone else, has to
do, a student really only has one job and obligation while they are on campus. And that is being a student.
Getting involved in an organization(s) while
in college is a fantastic thing to do, and there
is nothing wrong with working to make a little money to help pay for your bills or whatever it is you buy.
But we have to learn to balance all that will
schoolwork. Our job as college students is to go
to class, get the best grades possible and find a
way to maintain those good grades. Getting any
experience outside of school helps plenty after
college, but education is just as important.
All too often, you will probably hear that famous phrase, “C’s get degrees.” Technically, that
is true, but what does that tell the employers you
apply to right out of college or graduate school
programs?
If you plan on applying for a master’s or doctoral programs, what your grand-point average
was during your undergrad is definitely going to

Chris Picazo
matter. It is also worth noting a study from the
Journal of Labor Statistics titled, “College Selectivity and Earnings,” said that a higher GPA can
mean higher earnings in a first job.
Maintaining a GPA should be one of the
most important things for a student to do. It can
be helpful after right after graduation, and it can
probably earn you a scholarship or two while
you are still a student.
Twenty years down the line, what your GPA
was during undergrad probably will not matter
because of other work experiences, but that is
not the case at the moment.
At this very moment, your GPA means more
than you probably know. It indicates all the hard
work and commitment you put into your work
as a student. A GPA not only measures how well
you did in school, it is also a measure of important qualities needed for success.

Do not brush off your studies or schoolwork
for something else. It is our responsibility to find
a way to do what we have to do and manage
school at the same time.
Your GPA does not have to be perfect, but it
is important to put some effort into maintaining
it while you are here. That means going to every
lecture, doing every homework assignment and
studying for every quiz or test.
Everyone knows school is difficult, but trying
really hard one semester and barely putting any
work the next doesn’t really do much for a student.
All that accounts for is about $5500 in student debt for a semester, and depending on how
little of effort a student puts, it could add on another six months of school.
Do not waste your time while you are here.
Care about how you perform in school. Maintaining a good GPA along with any experience
from an organization or internship can give a
student a competitive advantage out of college.
You do not have to be a 4.0 student to be
considered a good student, but put effort into
your schoolwork and attempt to maintain your
GPA as best as you can. The rewards are great if
you do.
Chris Picazo is a senior journalism major. He
can be reached at 581-2812 or
cepicazo@eiu.edu.
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Son Tren, a sophomore pre-engineering major, looks for books on design at the Booth Library ‘s fall book sale Wednesday afternoon outside the south entrance of the library. The sale, which
had books that were donations to the campus and community, featured titles across many different genres.

Red Cross, Sigma Nu team up for blood drive
By Chrissy Miller
Contributing Writer | @DEN_News
Kelsey Gaby, a freshman biology major, has experienced the importance of donating blood firsthand.
On Feb. 1, 2014, Gaby was driving back from
dinner at Steak ‘n Shake with friends when she
braked to miss a possum. Her tires locked up on the
ice, and she slid into a telephone pole. The result
was a lot of trauma, a bruised brain stem and many
broken bones.
“When I was in the hospital, I received three
units of blood,” Gaby said. “I wouldn’t be here today if it weren’t for the selfless acts of other people.”
Gaby is now involved with the American Red
Cross committee on campus.
The American Red Cross and Sigma Nu fraternity are running a blood drive from 1 to 5 p.m.
Thursday and Friday in the Andrews Hall lobby.
American Red Cross recruiter Tracy Peterson said
the Red Cross and Sigma Nu have run blood drives

together for over 15 years. When donating, a pint
of blood, also called a unit, is taken from the participants. A single unit has the potential to save three
lives. The Red Cross provides 40 percent of the nation’s blood supply, Peterson said. Volunteer participants are always in high demand since only 38 percent of the population is eligible to give blood.
Identification is required to give blood, as well as
good health and high iron levels on the day of the
drive. Peterson said she recommends eating foods
rich in iron, such as raisins, and drinking lots of water beforehand.
“There’s probably a 98 percent chance you or
someone you love are going to receive blood at some
point in your life,” Peterson said. “For me, I’ve not
personally received blood, but two of my loved ones
have. So, I work really hard to make sure that blood
is going to be there whenever my family, your family, whenever anybody needs it, whether we know
them or not.”
All the blood collected goes to the Red Cross’ na-

tional testing laboratory where it undergoes 12 to
13 tests. From there it is distributed to the hospitals.
Two hospitals in the three counties Peterson manages receive blood from the Red Cross.
“We need to keep our blood supply safe,” Peterson said. “I mean, a terrible car accident could
knock out all of a hospital’s blood supply.”
Gaby said now that she knows the impact giving
blood makes, she is passionate about doing it herself, thinking of it as paying back the system.
“I don’t think you ever realize that could be
you in those shoes, and so giving blood proactively, you’re just covering yourself for down the road,”
Gaby said.
Dylan Seitz, a sophomore member of Sigma Nu,
started participating in the drive last year. Seitz said
the fraternity plays a role in making the drive possible.
“We go and we set it up, and we have kids go
and donate blood, as well as sitting there and checking people in, helping the people who are running it

and (spreading) awareness,” Seitz said.
Seitz donated blood last year and said it is something he recommends doing.
“I was nervous my first time doing it,” Seitz said.
“It takes no more than 30 minutes, and I don’t regret it at all.”
Gaby acknowledges that it can be intimidating
to donate blood for the first time, but it is worth it.
“Yeah, it’s a little pinch of a needle, but that’s a lot
less worse than what the people are going through
who are in need (of ) the blood,” Gaby said. “It’s
such an easy way to make such a large impact.”
If a person wants to participate but is unavailable
this week, Peterson said there are many upcoming
drives from 1 to 6 p.m. Oct. 24, Nov. 10 and Dec.
1 in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The drive on Oct. 31 has
yet to have a location determined.
Chrissy Miller can be reached
at 581-2812 or clmiller9@eiu.edu.

Take your RSO photo
for the 2016-2017
Warbler Yearbook
Oct. 10-12 and Oct. 24-26
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Greenup Room in MLK Union
Please secure a time slot for your RSO
online at http://goo.gl/mqt0nN.

Warbler Yearbook
Your book. Your life.
Order yours at www.commerce.cashnet.com/eiuspub

Have more than 40 members in your group?
Call 217-581-2812 for more information.
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Hong Kong official talks about Chinese, US politics
By Cassie Buchman
News Editor | @cjbuchman

them.
Tsang started in politics after seeing the drastic changes in Hong
Kong through the years when the
Chinese and British governments
negotiated about its return to China in 1997.
Tsang said many of conflicts
would arise between Hong Kong
and China under the “one country,
two systems” arrangement.
This arrangement refers to the
fact that Hong Kong would remain
capitalistic and China would remain
communist after Hong Kong was
given up from British rule and returned to China.
The basic law only gives a guarantee of this system for 50 years. This

After meeting with state and university officials, Jasper Tsang Yoksing, Speaker of the Hong Kong
Parliament, spoke about Hong Kong
and China relations and even U.S.
politics during a press conference
Wednesday.
During his stay in the United
States, Tsang met with Lt. Gov. Evelyn Sanguinetti, House Speaker Michael Madigan, and other representatives and senators.
As speaker, Tsang presides over
the legislature’s meetings and decides their agendas, going to his
constituents and spending time with

»

Leader

build up mutual understanding and
trust together, or they will not fix
these conflicts.
The upcoming U.S. presidential
elections were not out of bounds for
discussion at the conference.
“We have just held our legislative council elections earlier this
month,” Tsang said. “Let me tell you
this: I think people are more interested in the presidential election in
the United States than they were in
Hong Kong.”
Most people were surprised which
two candidates were running, Tsang
said.
He said support for each presidential nominee, Hillary Clinton
and Donald Trump, is divided.

50-year period started in 1997 and
will end in 2047.
“Already, about 40 percent of that
period has elapsed,” Tsang said. “So
some people in Hong Kong are already asking, what will happen after 2047?”
These conflicts, Tsang said, will
have to be fixed by bridging the gap
in communication between the two
systems.
“Ultimately, Hong Kong’s success lies in the success of ‘one country, two systems,’” Tsang said. “So
we have to work out a constructive,
working relationship between Hong
Kong people and the central government.”
He added that they would have to

Tsang emphasized that no matter
who wins, the new president of the
United States needs to keep good relations with China.
“Cooperation, integration, engagement is much more important
than anything else,” Tsang said.
Tsang said even average Americans should care about good U.S.China relations.
“The amount and volume of Chinese investment in the United States
has grown rapidly,” he said.
A politically stable China, Tsang
said, would benefit the whole world.
Cassie Buchman can be reached at
581-2812 or cjbuchman@eiu.edu.

which stuck with him most was how
the Hong Kong government listened
to the young people and how they
took their complaints seriously.
Richard England, dean of the Honors College, said he thought hearing about Chinese politics firsthand
would be a good way to learn about
it.
“I did not hear about any other
world leaders in Charleston, so I figured ‘What the heck, this is my guy,’”
England said.
Tsang said he appreciated how
many people are interested in Hong
Kong and appreciated seeing his city’s
flag in an auditorium at Eastern, all
the way in central Illinois.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He said he is not worried about
North Korea getting closer to China
or their alleged nuclear arsenal.
“No one in his right mind can understand what is happening,” Tsang
said.
Josh Bost, a sophomore sociology
major, said he heard about Tsang’s address through both a political science
professor and the Student Senate.
Bost said he has always been curious about Hong Kong and thought
this would be a good way to learn
more about it.
He said he was surprised someone
The New York Times Syndication Sales Corporation
from there was on campus.
OLIVIA SWENSON-HULTZ | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS
Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10018
“He gave us a good history lesson,” 620
Samuel Nusbaum can be reached at
Jasper Tsang Yok-sing, Speaker of the Hong Kong Parliament, discusses the two-party system in Hong Kong,
For
Information
Call:
1-800-972-3550
Bost said.
581-2821 or at scnusbaum@eiu.edu.
consists of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and the Mainland of China, on Wednesday night
For Release Thursday, Septemberwhich
22, 2016
He said the aspect of the speech
in Roberson Auditorium in Lumpkin Hall.
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targets
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15 Rights org.
co-founded by
Mary White
Ovington
16 Fitzgerald of old
“Is it live, or is it
Memorex?” ads
17 Not the main
food allotment
for one on an
intel mission?
20 Smokes once
touted by Willie
the penguin
21 Flared dress
22 Like the
cinnamon in
babka
24 Beat the drum
for
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pudding
26 Universe of
Energy locale
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myth
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example
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mode
42 It’s so typical
44 March locale of
note
46 Popular game
with the sequel
Riven
47 Like best buds
49 In scoring
position, say
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52 “___ You” (1975
#1 Minnie
Riperton hit)
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53 Sarge’s “Sell
my city bonds!”
telegram?
58 “The Grapes of
Wrath” itinerant
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plenty of
vermouth
24 Did a tour after
joining up?
25 Upholsterer’s
stock
27 Biblical mount
29 Gay who wrote
“Frank Sinatra
Has a Cold”

Space for sale.
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13 ___ Gabriel
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6 Newspaper with
the headline
“Mystery Hero
Saves Falling
Space Plane”

12 Lotion ingredient
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Outgoing people needed for sales
position. Must have your own car.
Great resume builder. Apply in person at 1802 Buzzard Hall.
________________________ 9/30
Graphic designers wanted. Must be
proficient in InDesign. Great portfolio builder. Apply in person at
1802 Buzzard Hall.
________________________ 9/30
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11 Many
investigators’
leads
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10 Forte
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9 Faux bronze
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4 “There’s this
thing called
Google …”

8 Hail, e.g.
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3 Abbr. that
usually follows a
comma
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cheer
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62 New York Times
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before kit
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30 Delegation at the
Oslo Accords
32 Dream time, for
short
34 “___ on me”
37 Rock-paperscissors, by
another name
38 Yearbooks?
43 Chops up
45 Ear parts
48 Car modified
into the
Monkeemobile
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1512 A Street, P. O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489 – Fax 345-4472
www.woodrentals. com

For rent
2 BR Duplex, Garage, W/D, Perfect
for Staff or Grad Student, Now
available. 217.549.6424
________________________ 9/22
2 & 4 BR apts. 217-348-7746.
www.CharlestonILApts.com
________________________ 9/30
Fall 2017. Very nice houses, townhouses, and apartments for 1 - 8
people. 1 - 3 blocks from campus.
Rent: $250 - $400 per person.
www.myeiuhome.com
217-493-7559.
_______________________ 10/31

Rentals for 1 or 2
Rent Now, Spring, or Fall
From $250-400/person
Call for appointment

50 Pen name
51 Gentle reminder
52 Olympic racing
event

Place an ad in the den! 217-581-2812

53 Listing in un
annuaire
54 Subway station
feature
55 Bonk
56 Be on the level?
57 This,
appropriately
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Von Itter closes out up-and-down career
By Adam Shay
Staff reporter | @DEN_Sports
From junior golf and private lessons at a young age, through high
school and college, Erika Von Itter
has entered her final year on Eastern
women’s golf team.
Golfing has been Von Itter’s passion since childhood and has remained a priority throughout her career. As a child, she fell in love with
the game at 7 years old. Growing up,
her father never played golf, however,
he had a love for the game that had a
lasting effect.
Von Itter never had a professional
golfer to look up to, but her dad was
her biggest influence.
“When he was in high school,
he always wanted to be on the golf
team,” Von Itter said. “But he couldn’t
because of restrictions with his family.”
In hopes of following golf and her
father’s influence, she took junior golf
classes at age 7. While taking those
classes, she was accompanied by her
neighborhood friends that shared the
same interest.
Von Itter gives credit to those junior golf classes when it came to finding a true passion for golf.
“Junior golf definitely helped develop and begin that spark of interest to keep at it,” Von Itter said. “I
just remember how much fun it was
and all the friends I made through junior golf that are still my friends ‘til
this day.”
Until age 12, she took junior golf
until age restrictions led her to take
private lessons through junior high
until high school. Even with junior
golf and private lessons, Von Itter was
not used to competitive golf until she
began playing in high school.
“Junior high wasn’t as competitive

because everyone was figuring out
their favorite sport,” Von Itter said.
She also tried playing soccer but realized golf was the sport she had a passion for.
Mike Abott was Von Itter’s private
instructor and family friend during
junior high. When she entered high
school, she noticed Abott was the
high school coach, who continued to
remain her swing coach. When asked
about her high school career, Von Itter only had high praise.
“Honestly, it was probably the best
experience of my life,” she said.
She loved golfing in high school
through two distinct ways: bonding
and success. Von Itter said everyone
got along and helped each other.
“We just got along so well and encouraged each other to practice,” she
said. “And I think that’s why we did
so well.”
From her freshman to senior year
of high school, her team placed each
year, also reaching regionals, sectionals and then state.
Individually, she gained confidence her junior year after she shot
an 88. As senior year rolled around,
she broke into the low 80s and soon
high 70s. Von Itter kept improving
through her senior year, and when
sectionals arrived, she shot a 73 par
even.
“That was, to this day, still the lowest score I’ve ever gotten,” she said.
After finishing her high school career on a high note, Von Itter was set
on becoming a collegiate golfer. She
was elated when Eastern gave her a
scholarship, and she immediately accepted.
Von Itter said she was excited, as
well as intimidated, to golf for the
Panthers. The competition was not
the intimidation factor, however; the
current golfers who had established

ADAM SHAY | THE DAILY EASTERN NE WS

Senior Erika Von Itter is in her final year at Eastern. From the age of 7, Von
Itter has always enjoyed the game of golf.

relationships made her feel on the
outside.
“It’s intimidating because they all
have friendships and relationships
that you’re not a part of yet,” Von
Itter said. “I didn’t worry so much
about scoring, but I was more interested in the team and the scoring
would come along.”
Von Itter said her biggest strengths
and weaknesses over the four years,
varied between her physical and mental play.
Physically, Von Itter and Abott said
her putting was always her strong
suit. Getting to the green was challenging for her, but she had confidence in making putts wherever on
the green.
When it came to struggles on the
course, Von Itter and Abott also agree
that her short game is where she always needed improvement.

Besides the physical aspect and
technique of golfing, the mental aspect was a specific area Von Itter felt
she needed to improve daily.
“I would say it’s getting into my
own head,” she said. “And that’s every golfer’s weakness, always worrying
if they can make a shot or if they’re
better than others.”
While on the golf team, Von Itter
decided to join the Alpha Phi sorority.
When it came to balancing golf and
Greek life, Von Itter said it was challenging at times.
Von Itter has missed Alpha Phi
events, such as barn dances and social
events. However, she had confidence
in herself with juggling both areas,
along with understanding how golf
was the reason she came to Eastern.
“There were times when golf did
cause me to miss sorority events,” Von
Itter said. “However, golf is the rea-

son I attended Eastern and this year,
I’ll be able to attend more events.”
Aside from acknowledging her
flaws, Von Itter also reflects on her
four years besides strengths and weaknesses on the course.
Von Itter said making a best friend
in her first two years golfing was essential. It helped her adapt, seek guidance and enjoy herself on the team.
“My first two years here before I
decided to go into Greek life, I quickly made friends with Lexi Hammerton, who later transferred to Bradley
University,” Von Itter said. “It made
things a lot easier to talk about golf
and school and balancing them both
easier.”
Since golf is a team sport, nothing
is easy on or off the course. Von Itter
said she loved golfing all four years,
but it was not always easygoing.
“I think with any team, there’s always conflict and misunderstandings,” Von Itter said. “Being able to
take a step back and understand that
everyone thinks differently was essential to resolving conflicts and acting
like adults.”
Von Itter has enjoyed every moment of being on the golf team. For
the future freshmen, she has advice
that does not solely revolve around
golf. She encourages them to focus
on themselves and make the most of
their four years.
“Just have fun,” Von Itter said. “It’s
four years of college, and yes, it is serious if you’re on a scholarship, but
you have to remember, do not let the
time go to waste. They’re the best four
years of your life, and remember to
make friends and branch out.”
Adam Shay can be
reached at 581-2812
or acshay@eiu.edu.

Men’s soccer team loses second straight on road
By JJ Bullock
Men’s soccer reporter | @DEN_Sports
The Eastern men’s soccer team was
unable to get much going on offense
in their 1-0 loss to Wright State on
Wednesday night.
It was the second straight loss for
the Panthers, who fell to 2-4-1 on the
season, and it was the second-straight
game a second-half goal resulted in a
loss. This was the second time this season that Eastern was shut out.
Absent in the first half, Eastern’s of-

fense was only able to muster three
shots compared to Wright State’s seven.
The lack of offense led to Wright State
playing on Eastern’s side of the field for
most of the half.
Wright State attacked early and often
in the first half, but the Eastern defense,
led by junior goalkeeper Mike Novotny, was able to hold them to zero goals.
Novotny was forced to make two saves
in the first half and finished with four
total. Eastern was credited with a team
save in the game.
With Wright State going into the

half out-shooting Eastern 7-3, it seemed
like Wright State was on the attack for
the full 45 minutes. The Raiders kept
the pressure on Novotny in the first half
with their 10 corner kicks.
Eastern came out in the second half
and competed more evenly with Wright
State as they each had seven shots. Each
goalkeeper was forced to make two
saves in the second half as well.
In the 73rd minute, Wright State’s
Eric Lynch was able to find the right
corner of the net, giving the Raiders the
only goal they would need to down the

Panthers. For Lynch, the goal capped
off a night in which he led Wright State
on offense with six shots.
Lynch played all but six minutes
of the game and registered four of the
team’s five shots on goal in the game.
Tristan Lyle was the only other player
on Wright State to be credited with a
shot on goal in the game. Lyle finished
with three shots total.
For Eastern, the three shots on goal
came from senior Miguel Carillo, sophomore Julian Montoya and senior Tim
Pieper. Carillo and Montoya led the

team with two shots apiece. Sophomore
Trevor Kerns, freshman Marcus Menniti, sophomore Brendan McDonough,
freshman Yann Nsoga and freshman
Alex Castaneda each recorded a shot in
the game.
Montoya’s shot on goal came with
a header in the final 30 seconds, but
Wright State’s goalkeeper Joel Sundell
made the easy save to seal the victory.
JJ Bulock can be reached at
581-2812 or jpbullock@eiu.edu.

It may seem hard to believe, but this
milestone is rapidly approaching:
Commencement!
Make sure that your years of study
and hard work are remembered in
the 2016-17 EIU Warbler.

Make your appointment For

SENIOR PORTRAITS!
Senior portraits are FREE and may be
booked at:

WWW.LAURENSTUDIOS.COM
Use Panthers for your client ID
Book your appointment now!
Sessions will be held
Oct 3 - 7: 9am-5pm
2522 Buzzard Hall, Journalism
Conference Room

Calling all

Seniors!

@DEN_Sports tweet of the day: #EIU Men’s soccer, women’s volleyball fall on road.
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Oliver plays on for Eastern soccer
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By Maria Baldwin
Feature Writer | @Mariabaldwin23
When siblings play a sport together, it can either bring them together, or it can make them compete against each other.
Either way, the sibling rivalry can
make each one a better athlete.
For 17 years, junior forward Justin Oliver played alongside his twin
brother, Tyler, including their first
two years at Eastern.
That is, until Tyler decided to
transfer.
“Ever since I was little, my twin
brother and I always had a ball in
our hands or on our feet,” Oliver
said. “We would watch our dad’s
soccer games and loved going to
them.”
Oliver said that this year in the
pre-season, his brother decided to
transfer and play soccer at a school
closer to home.
This is Oliver’s first season not
playing with his brother by his side.
“I do OK on my own, but with
my brother I’m a lot better,” Oliver said. “Everybody who I’ve ever
played with or has seen us play together can attest to that. So it’s been
rough going from playing with
somebody my entire life, who you
have chemistry with, to playing
with people that you’ve only known
for a while.”
When Tyler informed Justin
of his plan to transfer, he said the
thought did cross his mind whether
he wanted to follow him or not, but
the love for Eastern and the soccer
program kept him at Lakeside Field.
“I talked to him about it, and he
didn’t want me to go with him because I was doing well here,” Oliver said. “I didn’t want to leave all
my friends; they became my fami-
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Junior Justin Oliver continues his collegiete career for coach Kiki Lara and the Eastern men’s soccer program despite the recent transfer of twin brother.

ly. I didn’t want to bail on them, especially with the start of the season
coming up, and I’m glad I stayed
here.”
Coach Kiki Lara said that Oliver
is somebody that he can count on
to make an impact and score at any
moment.
“Justin is someone that loves the
program and Eastern,” Lara said.
“He cares to see it do well. That

is another important quality of his
that he brings to the team.”
Oliver said he continues to work
on aspects of his game, particularly his passing, every day at practice.
He said that he will even take a
teammate to the racquetball courts
to hit the ball off the walls just to
get the added practice.
While Oliver sharpens up his
passing at practice, thoughts of the

goals for the team are never far from
his mind, and most of the goals for
the team are short-term, he said.
“Our team goals are to reach the
conference championship in Denver,” Oliver said. “We have a lot of
small-term goals, one of them being
that we want to be the fittest team
and the team with the most grit and
heart and the team that fights the
most. We aren’t very results orien-

tated; we just take it one match at
time.”
So far in this season, Oliver has
started in five games and has scored
one goal against Milwaukee.
“I did really well in the start
of pre-season,” Oliver said. “We
had three exhibition games, and I
scored six goals in them, and I had
a hat-trick against Drake. Once the
start of the season rolled around, I
pulled my groin in the first game,
so it’s been hard doing things that
my mind knows it can do but my
body can’t do. Our team’s been doing well, and that’s all that matters.”
Although Oliver said that he
misses his brother, some memories
of playing beside him will stick in
his memory when the practices are
long and the games get tough.
“Last year, we won an overtime
game against Robert Morris, and in
the first overtime, I got the ball and
I turned in the midfield and I saw
Tyler making a run and I turned
and played him the ball and he went
in on a breakaway and he scored
and since it was sudden death, his
score ended the game,” Oliver said.
“It was the coolest moment because
I passed it to my brother and he
scored the game-winning goal.”
Even without his brother, Oliver
continues to love playing the sport
and position he has played for 17
years of his life.
“Even though my position as a
forward is filled with pressure, all
it takes for me is to have one good
moment out of 20 bad moments,
and I’ll be the guy that scored the
goal or helped to score the goal, so
I’m the hero,” Oliver said.
Maria Baldwin can be reached at
581-2812 or mjbaldwin@eiu.edu.

Cross-country dealing with being meet-less
By Kaitlin Cordes
Cross Country Reporter | @DEN_Sports
After a three-week duration between
meets, the cross-country team is focused
on racking up mileage and mentally preparing for their next competition at the
University of Notre Dame on Sept. 30.
Coach Erin Howarth said this long
stretch of time is good yet challenging
for the team.
“I love it because it allows us to really
get after our training (and) get a lot of intensity and mileage without the need to
back off for a race,” Howarth said.
Howarth added that the weeks without competitions are opportunities to fix
mistakes that occurred in the first meets
of the season by training and working

hard.
To prepare for the Notre Dame Invitational, the team has continually done
repeated interval workouts where the
runners vary their exercises from high to
low intensities and exercises meant to increase running tempos. In addition, the
senior runners have been running twohour Sunday morning workouts.
Senior Greg Rogers said mental preparation has also helped the team get
ready over the long break between meets.
“Staying mentally strong is just as important as staying physically strong, so
we challenge ourselves during workouts,”
Rogers said.
For Rogers, confidence is key for the
upcoming meet. He said that although
he is in the best shape of his life, it will

not matter unless he believes in himself
and stays focused during the race.
Senior Ruth Garippo said these three
weeks tend to be rewarding for most
runners. She and her teammates see
themselves progressing, which leads to
boosting confidence going into the October meets, she said.
Howarth said several runners are already eager to get back on the course to
race. Garippo said she is one such athlete.
“For me personally, I’m extremely ready to put my spikes back on and
get after it,” Garippo said. “This meet is
the perfect time to truly see the progress
you’ve made over these three weeks.”
Schools competing in the invitational will not be announced until Sept. 28,

and Howarth said the race is split into
the blue and gold divisions.
Last season, both the men and women competed in the gold division. The
men placed third out of 18 teams in
their five-mile race, and the women finished their five-kilometer competition
eighth out of 19 teams.
Weather and course conditions will be
a crucial factor at Notre Dame.
Howarth described the course as “flat
and fast,” typically promoting a quick
race. However, if it rains, the course
floods because it does not drain well,
Howarth said.
Rogers said the most challenging part
of the course, for him, is the first halfmile. This portion of the race becomes
crowded quickly, said Rogers.

“It gets so crowded with people that I
have to focus on just staying up and not
getting trampled on,” Rogers said. “It reminds me of the stampede scene in The
Lion King with all the wildebeest.”
Both Howarth and Rogers said the
crowd starts to thin out as the runners
push past the first mile of the race.
Garippo said the course is full of
turns, and that is something runners
should take note of.
“If you really focus on surging out of
each turn, you can really help yourself
out there time-wise and place-wise,” said
Garippo.
Kaitlin Cordes can be reached at
581-2812 or krcordes@eiu.edu.

Panthers volleyball team falls in first OVC match
By Maher Kawash
Volleyball Reporter | @DEN_Sports
After earning just three wins in its
first 14 matches, the Eastern volleyball
team faced an opportunity to start over
with the start of conference play.
But the Panthers got off to a rough
start, and it was not particularly close.
Eastern opened its Ohio Valley Conference slate of the schedule
Wednesday night against Southern Illinois Edwardsville, and fell in three
straight sets.
The Panthers came out firing in the
first set of the match, and unleashed a
7-0 run to start things out.

The Cougars fought their way back
to eventually tie the opening set at 17.
The next two points went to Southern Illinois Edwardsville, and the Panthers couldn’t find their way back from
there, dropping the first set 25-22.
After allowing the Cougars to come
back and win that set, Eastern lost all
of its rhythm.
The Panthers dropped each of the
final two sets 25-13 to fall in their first
OVC match of the season.
The loss gives Eastern a 3-12 record
overall now, and starts the team out at
0-1 in conference play.
There was no standout performance
in the loss for the Panthers, but there

was a little balance.
Freshman Lindsey Powers continues to improve in her first season, recording a team high 10 digs against
the Cougars.
Juniors Maria Brown and Allie
Hueston joined sophomore Taylor
Smith in combining for 21 kills on the
night.
Red-shirt freshman Gina Furlin
posted a team-high 12 assists, Smith
added eight of her own.
The Panthers were outmatched by a
Cougar team that improved to 8-5 on
the season, and 1-0 in conference play.
Southern Illinois Edwardsville was
sparked by Mallory Mangun, who

posted a double-double with 18 assists
and 14 digs.
With the Panthers projected to finish fourth in the OVC this season, a
loss to a team that was projected to finish ninth could be seen as a setback.
Eastern does not have much time to
dwell on that as the team has another
match in two days.
This time around, the Panthers get
to return to Lantz Arena for their first
OVC match at home this season.
The task at hand is the Belmont
Bruins who come into play at 7-4
overall and 1-0 in conference play.
The Bruins are coming off a threeset win over Tennessee State to open

their conference slate.
Following Eastern’s matchup against
Belmont will be another midweek set
against Indiana State, and that will
take place on the road.
The Panthers one-game home stint
against the Bruins begins at 6 p.m.,
and this season has a much different
start than last season.
Eastern kicked off OVC play a year
ago with three straight wins but was
handed its first loss by this Belmont
team.
Maher Kawash can be
reached at 581-2812
or mwkawash@eiu.edu.

